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TRANSITION UTILITY 

ABOUT THE UTILITY 

Once line item accounting is activated, all past credits (patient and insurance payments, adjustments) are available 

to distribute.  

The LINE ITEM ACCOUNTING TRANSITION UTILITY is used to distribute existing credits. This allows you to 

focus on current and future credits.  

HOW TO USE THE UTILITY 

In order to run the utility, all users must be out of PracticeWorks for approximately 30 minutes. Times vary based 

on the speed of the computer and data size. Running the utility from the server is recommended but not 

necessary.  

The LINE ITEM ACCOUNTING TRANSITION UTILITY is available only after line item accounting is activated in 

the LEDGER SETUP screen.  

Before running the utility, a member of the Carestream staff must be available to generate a SUPPORT 

AUTHORIZATION.  

 

The utility is found in the PracticeWorks UTILITIES APPLICATION under PATCHES as BFA TO LIA TRANSITION 

UTILITY.  
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TRANSITION DATE 

The transition date should be determined after the transition method (listed below) is chosen. The transition date 

is the point at which credits recorded in the software are distributed to debits using Balance Forward (or First In, 

First Out) accounting. The current date and future dates are not permissible.  

I USE THE CROSS SETTLEMENT REPORT FOR PAYROLL 

Select this option if your practice uses the cross settlement report for payroll.  

In order to make the transition as easy as possible, do not transition from cross settlement to line item until you’ve 

run the cross settlement for the last payroll time frame.  

Let’s look at an example of a practice transitioning from cross settlement to line item accounting.  

Miles of Smiles, LLC pays associate producers a percentage of collections using the following criteria: 

• Producers are paid once a month. 

• The payroll period runs from the 1
st

 to the last day of the month. 

• Paychecks are given out on the 10
th

 of every month.  

Here’s what Miles of Smile’s transition would look like if the transition happened in April of 2017: 

• At the end of the day on March 31
st

 or sometime on April 1
st

, run the cross settlement for the month of 

March.  

• On April 3rd Miles of Smiles calls Carestream and activates line item accounting.  

• The transition utility is run with the I USE THE CROSS SETTLEMENT option selected.  

• The transition date is March 31
st

, 2017.  

The transition from cross settlement to line item is complete! 

Miles of Smiles could wait until April 4
th

 or later and still successfully transition. So why recommend the transition 

occur immediately after payroll for the previous month? To minimize the number of payments requiring 

distribution.  

Remember, the cross settlement is a report generated “on the fly” and is contingent on ledger entries. Line item 

accounting requires input; there is new workflow that must be completed for providers to get paid. A payment 

may be recorded on the ledger but until it’s distributed, it will not appear on Line Item Accounting reports, 

including the PAYROLL report.  

The longer you wait after running your last cross settlement to transition, the more credits you’ll have to distribute 

manually.  As stated above, if credits are not distributed, they will not be paid to producers. In order to pay your 

producers in April you must distribute the credits. Waiting to transition creates a backlog of credits to distribute.  

By default, neither SERVICE nor ENTRY DATE are selected. Selecting the correct option ensures your payroll 

transition is accurate. Select the option that corresponds to your cross settlement option; SERVICE or ENTRY 

DATE. If you are not sure, refer back to a printed copy of your last cross settlement report. The method used will 

be listed at the top of the report.  
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I DO NOT USE THE CROSS SETTLEMENT FOR PAYROLL 

Select this option if you do not use the cross settlement for payroll.  

Distributions are still made in the First In, First Out manner. The difference between the two methods is:  

• I USE THE CROSS SETTLEMENT distributes to procedures regardless of claim status. This is necessary to 

mimic how the cross settlement functions.  

• I DO NOT USE THE CROSS SETTLEMENT does not distribute to procedures with a claim status of 

WAITING or SUBMITTED. Distributions from insurance write offs posted at checkout are also handled 

differently and discussed further below. 

In order to minimize the number of manual transition distributions, record your practice’s “claims are stale after” 

days in the DISTRIBUTE TO CLAIMS OLDER THAN ___ DAYS box. Procedures with a claim status of pW and pS 

older than the stale date will receive distributions.  

Bridging an external payroll system to PracticeWorks payroll is not possible. Therefore the transition to line item 

accounting poses some challenges. The most successful transitions occur when you understand what line item 

accounting does and does not do. Some level of acceptance on the part of the practice team members is needed to 

manage the transition from the external to internal accounting system.  

To illustrate we’ll look at a common scenario.  

Sudden Valley Dental uses an Excel spreadsheet to track collections by producer. After procedures are posted in 

PracticeWorks they are recorded in the spreadsheet with the date of service, producer, and fee. When a payment 

is posted it is recorded in PracticeWorks and the spreadsheet. Additionally, the spreadsheet payment is distributed 

to the procedures.  

To replicate this faithfully in PracticeWorks, every past credit would need to be manually distributed using the 

spreadsheet as a guide. This is easily tens of thousands of entries (remember, adjustments must also be 

distributed) and millions of dollars, assuming the practice has used PracticeWorks for several years.  

By using the TRANSITION utility we distribute the past credits (using balance forward accounting) paid via the 

spreadsheet. At the same time we create a discrepancy between the distributions in PracticeWorks and the 

outstanding items on the spreadsheet. Procedures which were paid out according to the spreadsheet may not 

have distributions in PracticeWorks and vice versa.  

In this scenario Sudden Valley Dental has two options.   

OPTION 1  

Maintain the spreadsheet for one to two payroll cycles (depending on the cycle length) and compare the results 

with PracticeWorks’ Payroll report. A complete match is not likely unless an account is paid in full. The office 
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makes a determination when to rely solely on PracticeWorks for payroll data and ceases recording entries in the 

spreadsheet.  

OPTION 2  

After running the transition utility, cease using the spreadsheet and rely on PracticeWorks for payroll. It is 

understood that distributions made by the utility will not line up to the external payroll system. For expediencies 

sake, proceed this way if your staff is supportive. Buy in from those affected by the report is crucial.  

DISTRIBUTION OF WRITE OFFS POSTED AT CHECKOUT 

When I DO NOT USE CROSS SETTLEMENT is selected PracticeWorks handles write offs posted at checkout 

differently.  

You cannot distribute them manually. This ensures they are distributed to the correct procedures and in the 

correct proportion.  

The write off posted at checkout is distributed when the amount recorded in the AMT TO WRITE OFF on the 

RECEIVE INSURANCE PAYMENT screen.  

If the difference between the write off posted at checkout and the AMT TO WRITE OFF is positive, an additional 

write off to make up the difference is posted and distributed.  

If the difference between the write off posted at checkout and the AMT TO WRITE OFF is negative, you must 

enter an additional write off to reduce the write off posted at checkout.  

An Example when the difference is a positive amount 

Prior to line item accounting activation, a write off was posted at checkout for $50. Line item accounting is 

activated three weeks later. The next day an insurance payment is received and the write off for the procedure 

was $60. You record $60 in the AMT TO WRITE OFF field. PracticeWorks automatically distributes the $50 

existing write off and enters a new $10 write off on the ledger.  

An Example when the difference is a negative amount 

Prior to line item accounting activation, a write off was posted at checkout for $70. Line item accounting is 

activated three weeks later. The next day an insurance payment is received and the write off for the procedure 

was $50. You record $50 in the AMT TO WRITE OFF field. PracticeWorks automatically distributes the $50 of the 

$70 existing write off. You must manually enter an adjustment that increases the balance for $20. The remaining 

$20 from the $70 write off is distributed to the new $20 adjustment.  

TRANSITION LOG FILE 

When the transition utility is complete a log file recording every distribution is saved in the Roaming\Carestream 

folder on the server. It is only necessary to review this file if you know or suspect the TRANSITION utility failed. 


